Humans frequently make real-world decisions based on rapid evaluations of minimal information; for example, should we talk to an attractive stranger at a party? Little is known, however, about how the brain makes rapid evaluations with real and immediate social consequences. To address this question, we scanned participants with functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI) while they viewed photos of individuals that they subsequently met at real-life "speed-dating" events. Neural activity in two areas of dorsomedial prefrontal cortex (DMPFC), paracingulate cortex, and rostromedial prefrontal cortex (RMPFC) was predictive of whether each individual would be ultimately pursued for a romantic relationship or rejected. Activity in these areas was attributable to two distinct components of romantic evaluation: either consensus judgments about physical beauty (paracingulate cortex) or individualized preferences based on a partner's perceived personality (RMPFC). These data identify novel computational roles for these regions of the DMPFC in even very rapid social evaluations. Even a first glance, then, can accurately predict romantic desire, but that glance involves a mix of physical and psychological judgments that depend on specific regions of DMPFC.
Introduction
In a complex social world, humans frequently make rapid evaluations about others on the basis of minimal information, such as facial appearance (Ambady and Rosenthal, 1992; Hassin and Trope, 2000; Willis and Todorov, 2006) . Real social behavior, however, requires using these evaluations to make rapid decisions about individuals; for example, should we talk to an attractive stranger at a party who approaches us after making eye contact? These judgments are not trivial; rapid evaluations can have surprisingly large effects on outcomes like wages, judicial decisions, and elections (Zebrowitz and McDonald, 1991; Hamermesh and Biddle, 1994; Todorov et al., 2005) .
These evaluations draw in part on perceptions of complex personality traits like trustworthiness and competence, and some insight has been gained into specific neural circuits that support these perceptions, especially in the medial prefrontal cortex (Adolphs et al., 1998; Winston et al., 2002; O'Doherty et al., 2003b; Spezio et al., 2008; Schiller et al., 2009; Rule et al., 2011) . The medial prefrontal cortex is thought to support social evaluations along several distinct dimensions, from physical attractiveness to psychological similarity (Amodio and Frith, 2006; Satpute and Lieberman, 2006) . Because these studies have focused on hypothetical interactions or evaluations of strangers, however, little is known about the brain systems involved in making rapid evaluations with real and immediate social consequences, such as deciding to pursue a romantic relationship.
To investigate the systems involved in rapid evaluations for real-world social interactions, we used a novel real-world "speeddating" paradigm (see Fig. 1 A) (Kurzban and Weeden, 2005; Finkel and Eastwick, 2008) . Participants were scanned with functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI) while they viewed photos of individuals that they would subsequently meet at a speed date. The goal of the study was to understand how rapid judgments made from facial appearances influenced subsequent real-world interactions, and to identify the brain systems that mediated these socially relevant judgments.
First, we asked heterosexual participants [N ϭ 151; 78 women (W), 73 men (M)] to rate photos of other opposite-sex participants on three dimensions: a "first-impression" (FI) rating with the scale "How much would you like to date this person?," as well as separate ratings of physical attractiveness (Att) and likability (Like). A subset of participants (N ϭ 39; 19 W, 20 M) were scanned with fMRI during the FI ratings to measure neural activity during the initial evaluations.
Several days after this presession, participants then attended one or more speed-dating events, at which each participant met ϳ20 opposite-sex participants for short conversations and sorted them into two groups: one group, consisting of at least half the partners, who the participant would be interested in seeing again ("pursue") , and the other group, who he or she would not want to see again ("reject") . Those decisions mattered; participants who "matched" (chose to pursue each other) received each other's contact information and could thus initiate further social contact. We hypothesized that distinct evaluations of physical attrac-tiveness and psychological compatibility would correlate with subsequent decisions to pursue, and that these evaluations would be mediated by distinct neural systems in the medial prefrontal cortex related to value-based decision making (such as ventromedial prefrontal cortex [VMPFC] and paracingulate cortex) and social evaluation (such as rostromedial prefrontal cortex [RMPFC] ).
Materials and Methods

Participants
One hundred fifty-one student volunteers (Ͼ85% Irish) from Trinity College Dublin participated. Participants were screened to be heterosexual and single. All participants provided informed consent as approved by the Research Ethics Committee of the Trinity College School of Psychology.
Participants were assigned to separate scanning (N ϭ 39; 19 W, 20 M; ages from 19 -31 years old, M ϭ 21.44) or behavioral-only (N ϭ 112; 53 M, 59 W; ages from 18 -32 years old, M ϭ 20.46) pools at signup. Scanning participants were screened for current psychiatric diagnoses, righthandedness, and MRI contraindications (e.g., claustrophobia); they were paid €40 plus €20 for each speed-date event attended. Behavioral-only participants were paid €20 plus €20 at their event. Behavioral-only participants were included to provide a sufficient number of partners for scanned participants; they attended identical presessions (unscanned) to ensure similar experiences, but their data are not included in results (except where indicated).
Procedures
Presessions (fMRI ). Participants first attended a signup session where they had a digital photo taken (face and hair only, with a neutral background); participants were allowed to choose their expression and could repeat their photo until they approved it.
Within 6 weeks of signup, participants attended a presession in the lab. At the presession, participants first performed an FI rating task (Fig. 1 A) . On each trial, a participant's photo was presented above a four-point rating scale (labeled "not at all," "a little," "somewhat," and "very much") that asked "How much would you like to date this person?" Participants had 4 s to respond. Photos appeared at the same time as the scale, at the onset of the trial. Trials were separated by an intertrial interval displaying a fixation cross (length 1-12 s, randomly drawn from a truncated Poisson distribution, M ϭ 6 s).
Scanning participants performed the FI task while being scanned with fMRI, while behavioral-only participants performed the FI task at a computer; the task was otherwise identical. Each participant's trials contained photos of all their subsequent partners, and other photos of people they did not meet (as control trials); these trials were not distinguished, and participants were told they would meet some but not all of the people they saw. Behavioral-only participants faced 38 -44 trials (M ϭ 41.87, SD ϭ 1.29); of those, 15-20 were subsequent partners (M ϭ 18.57, SD ϭ 1.49). Scanning participants had a larger set of partners over multiple events (see below), so they faced 62-84 trials (M ϭ 82.62, SD ϭ 3.43); of those, 20 -56 were subsequent partners (M ϭ 50.62, SD ϭ 8.66). Presession order was not correlated with subsequent decision [␤ ϭ 0.00, standard error of estimate (SEE) ϭ 0.05, ns].
Following the FI task (and after exiting the scanner if needed), participants performed a separate multirating task outside the scanner with the same set of photos in the same order. On each self-paced trial, participants rated that photo on a series of characteristics with nine-point scales, including two ratings of potential romantic desirability: "How physically attractive is this person?" and "How much do you think you would like this person?" (In this task, participants also made one rating of facial happiness and four ratings of personality traits; in preliminary analyses, none of these ratings were correlated with decision after controlling for the three main ratings, and so they are not analyzed further.)
Stimuli for both tasks were presented with Cogent 2000 (Wellcome Trust Centre for Neuroimaging, London).
Speed dating
Within 1-14 d of the presession (M ϭ 5.54), participants attended their first speed-dating event . Each of the six events included 31-40 participants (M ϭ 36.83) with approximately equal numbers of men and women. Events took place midday in a large open classroom.
Each participant received a packet of blank date records and name tag (with first name and ID number) on arrival. Date records included ratings of a partner's personality traits (not analyzed here), a nine-point rating of romantic desirability with the prompt "I was interested in getting to know this partner better," and the pursue versus reject decision: "Would you be interested in seeing this partner again? (Yes or No) ."
During each date, participants had an unconstrained conversation with the partner across from them. Each 5 min, all of the men or all of the women (alternating across events) rotated one partner to their right; before beginning the new date, participants filled out a record for the date just completed, including their decision to pursue or reject. The order of interactions was randomized and uncorrelated with the order of face display in the presession (␤ ϭ 0.04, SEE ϭ 0.12, ns). Participants were instructed to sort their partners into two groups depending on whether they would be interested in that partner as a prospect for a potential follow-up date, with at least 50% of partners to be placed into the pursue group and the remaining partners into the reject group. (Every participant except one obeyed the instruction to make pursue decisions for half of his or her partners at each event; that participant fell short only by two and so was left in the analyses.) Participants were not aware of this constraint before the events, and so it did not affect their ratings at the presession. Participants also rated each partner's romantic desirability, which correlated strongly with the decision to pursue versus reject (Know ratings; see Results). After all participants had met each oppositesex partner, participants returned their records and were paid in cash.
To ensure enough data for fMRI, scanning participants each attended three speed-date events on three successive days. Six scanning participants (5 W, 1 M) missed one event and attended two instead, while one W missed two events and attended one instead. Behavioral-only participants each attended a single event. Male scanning participants attended the first set of three events and met a new group of female behavioralonly partners at each, while female scanning participants attended the second set of three events and met a new group of male behavioral-only partners at each.
Within 1-2 d after the first set of three events and again after the second set, all participants in that set of events were e-mailed a document with photos of all of their partners, their first names and numbers from the events, and each person's decision for each date. For each "match" partner, an e-mail address was also provided (set up for each participant for the study to forward to their personal address).
Scanning parameters. During the FI task, scanning participants were scanned with a Phillips 3 T MRI scanner using the standard head coil, padded to minimize head motion. Functional images covered the whole brain with 39 contiguous 3.55-mm-thick axial slices with gradient echo T2*-weighted echoplanar imaging (TR ϭ 2 s, TE ϭ 28 ms, 3 ϫ 3 mm in-plane voxel size, 80 ϫ 80 matrix). The acquisition plane was tilted ϳ30°to the anterior-posterior commissure plane to optimize sensitivity in the ventral prefrontal cortex (Deichmann et al., 2003) . Each participant's scan consisted of a single functional run whose length varied depending on the number of trials (314 -425 images, M ϭ 415.59); the first four were discarded to account for magnetic equilibration. Participants also had a high-resolution structural image taken before the task began (3D acquisition; T1-weighted spoiled gradient-recalled echo sequence; 0.9 ϫ 0.9 ϫ 0.9 mm voxel size; 256 ϫ 256 ϫ 180 matrix).
Statistical analysis. Data were analyzed with MATLAB (The Mathworks) and SPM8 (Wellcome Department of Imaging Neuroscience; London). All tests were two-tailed. Hierarchical linear models were fit using the nlmefit command using maximum likelihood and a logistic link function for decisions, nesting ratings or decisions within participants. Hierarchical models included random intercepts; preliminary analysis indicated no other random effects were significant and so they were not included. All predictors for all models were Z-scored over the whole group before entering the model. Classification accuracy was tested with leave-one-participant-out cross-validation.
Spatial preprocessing. Functional images were preprocessed with standard parameters, including slice timing correction (to the center slice), realignment (to each participant's first image), coregistration of the highresolution structural image, segmentation of the structural image into tissue types (using the "New Segment" routine with the default templates), spatial normalization of the functional images (into MNI space, using parameters estimated from the segmented structural image and SPM8 default normalization parameters), and spatial smoothing (with a 4 mm full-width at half-maximum Gaussian kernel).
Neuroimaging models. All models were estimated using restricted maximum likelihood and an AR(1) model for temporal autocorrelation, as standard in SPM8. A highpass filter (cutoff 128 s) removed lowfrequency noise. All models contained six predictors of no interest that encoded residual head motion as well as a constant term. Trials were specified as delta function regressors of 0 s duration with onset at the beginning of the trial. All models also included a separate predictor for control faces (i.e., participants who the scanned participant did not meet); this predictor was not analyzed.
Four neuroimaging models were estimated for the main results. The first, basic model (Figs. 2 A, 3; Table 2 ), included two predictors of interest: partners who were subsequently pursued and partners who were subsequently rejected. The second model controlled addressed this main contrast but controlled for reaction time (Table 2 ). It included a single predictor for all partners with two parametric modulators: one for reaction time in responding to the FI measure, followed by a contrast-coded modulator comparing subsequently pursued versus rejected partners. The third model addressed which regions correlated with subjective desirability ratings (Figs. 2 B, C, 3; Table 2 ). It included a single predictor for all partners with two parametric modulators: one for the Att rating (subjective physical attractiveness of that partner), followed by one for the Like rating (subjective likeability of that partner). The fourth model, adjusted for partner and relationship effects ( Fig. 4 ; Table 4), included a single predictor for all partners with two parametric modulators: one for the decision consensus judgment (the average decision to pursue or reject for each partner over all participants, with pursue ϭ 1 and reject ϭ 0), followed by one for the decision individual preference (the participant's decision to pursue or reject for that partner minus the consensus judgment for that partner). As is standard in SPM8, all parametric modulators were orthogonalized with respect to all modulators that preceded them in the model, and hence were controlled for the effects of all preceding modulators.
For additional tables and results, an additional three models were estimated. For activation correlated with FI ratings (see Results), the model included a single predictor for all partners, with one parametric modulator for the FI rating. The other two models were used to investigate activation correlated with Know ratings (see Results). One model ( Fig. 5A ; Table 2 ) included a single predictor for all partners, with a single parametric modulator for Know ratings. The last model ( Fig. 5 B, C; Table 4) included a single predictor for all partners, with parametric modulators for the Know consensus judgment (average Know rating for each partner over all participants) and the Know individual preference (the participant's Know rating minus the consensus judgment).
Participants' parameter-estimate images were carried forward to random effects analyses and tested with one-sample t tests across the group. Activations were thresholded voxelwise at p Ͻ 0.001 and with an extent threshold based on Gaussian random fields set to control the wholebrain family-wise error rate (FWE) at p Ͻ 0.05 (Worsley et al., 1996) ; this cluster threshold varied between 21 and 25 voxels (671-799 mm 3 ). Because this cluster threshold was large enough to potentially screen out some small subcortical regions, we conducted preliminary analyses with a more liberal cluster threshold (10 voxels). At this exploratory threshold, no clusters emerged in both the decision-based and Know-rating based version of any key contrast, so we do not report any results at this threshold.
Region of interest analyses. For contrasts with multiple activated clusters (e.g., for partners who were later pursued instead of rejected), we compared how these clusters were independently correlated with subsequent decisions using hierarchical linear models with each cluster's activation time course as a separate predictor. Each time course was extracted from a 4 mm radius sphere centered on the cluster's peak, converted to percentage signal change from the mean, linearly detrended, and highpass filtered (128 s window); three time points were entered in as separate predictors for each trial for each cluster (at 4, 6, and 8 s following trial onset, to account for the hemodynamic delay). Models were then fit identically to behavioral hierarchical models (logistic regression, random intercepts and Z-scoring over the group).
To estimate overall effect sizes between conditions from functional regions of interest (Figs. 3, 4 B, 5C), we used leave-one-out extraction to provide an independent criterion for voxel selection (Kriegeskorte et al., 2009) : for each participant, ␤ weights were extracted from significant voxels for that cluster or region of interest in a group model excluding that participant using rfxplot (Gläscher, 2009) .
Results
Behavioral
Pursuit rates
Scanned participants made decisions to pursue 59.4% of their partners on average (SEM ϭ 1.5%), and pursuit rates ranged from 47.2-96.2%. Pursuit rates for women and men did not differ significantly (t (37) ϭ 0.20, ns; women's M ϭ 59.7%, SEM ϭ 2.7%; men's M ϭ 59.1%, SEM ϭ 1.5%). Behavioralonly participants' pursuit rates did not significantly vary from scanned participants (M ϭ 57.7%, SEM ϭ 0.9%; t (149) ϭ 0.95, ns). (Behavioral participants are not included in further results; their behavioral results were extremely similar to scanned participants' results.)
Presession ratings
We first examined the extent to which the FI measure was related to the subsequent decision to pursue or reject a potential partner at the speed-date events (Fig. 1 B; Table 1 ). The FI measure was highly positively correlated with subsequent decisions in a hierarchical linear model (t ϭ 9.44, p Ͻ 0.001; cross-validated model accuracy ϭ 61.6%, SEM ϭ 1.1%), suggesting that participants were able to judge well above chance which partners they would find desirable from viewing photos for only a few seconds several days earlier.
Next, we examined the extent to which decisions were driven by subjective judgments of physical attractiveness compared with likability. We found that decisions were significantly correlated with both ratings of Att and Like when each were included alone in a hierarchical linear model (Fig. 1 B; Att: t ϭ 10.06, p Ͻ 0.001, model accuracy ϭ 61.8%, SEM ϭ 1.3%; Like: t ϭ 9.50, p Ͻ 0.001, model accuracy ϭ 61.9%, SEM ϭ 1.4%).
Because Att and Like ratings were also highly correlated with each other (mean within-participant r ϭ 0.68, SEM ϭ 0.03), we examined the unique contribution of each measure by including both in the model (Table 1) . Although both ratings were significant, Att ratings accounted for a notably larger share of variance in decisions (Att: ␤ ϭ 0.39, SEE ϭ 0.08, t ϭ 5.09, p Ͻ 0.001; Like: ␤ ϭ 0.27, SEE ϭ 0.07, t ϭ 3.64, p Ͻ 0.001; model accuracy ϭ 62.1%, SEM ϭ 1.3%).
Att and Like ratings were also highly correlated with the FI judgment itself (Att-FI: mean within-participant r ϭ 0.66, SEM ϭ 0.02; Like-FI: mean within-participant r ϭ 0.53, SEM ϭ 0.02), and partial correlations revealed that Att ratings accounted for the majority of the variance underpinning FI ratings (mean within-participant Att-FI partial correlation controlling for Like ϭ 0.46, SEM ϭ 0.02; mean within-participant Like-FI partial correlation controlling for Att ϭ 0.15, SEM ϭ 0.02).
In all models, neither the main effect of participant gender nor any interaction with gender was significant, consistent with earlier studies suggesting men and women rely on similar judgments to make real-world speed-dating decisions . These analyses therefore indicated that a substantial por-tion of pursue versus reject decisions could be predicted by the initial subjective impressions obtained from merely viewing a potential partner's picture days earlier. Further, a participant's subjective physical attractiveness rating for a prospective date was by far the most significant predictor of subsequent pursuit .
fMRI
Activation for pursued versus rejected partners
In the fMRI data, we first tested for brain regions showing differential activity for viewing pictures of partners who were subsequently pursued versus rejected at the speed-date events. We At a presession, participants (N ϭ 39 for fMRI scanning) rated photos of potential romantic partners (other participants) in two separate tasks. First, during fMRI scanning, each FI trial asked for one FI rating; participants had 4 s to respond (trials separated by 1-12 s interval). Next, outside the scanner, each multirating trial asked for several self-paced ratings, including two desirability ratings: physical attractiveness (Att, shown) and likability (Like). Presessions were followed (1-14 d later) by speed-dating events (ϳ20 of each gender at each) where scanned participants met other participants (N ϭ 112, behavioral-only) for 5 min conversations and made "pursue" or "reject" decisions about whether they wanted to see each partner again. Mutual pursue decisions received each other's contact information following the events. Diagram shows event layout (each "date" at separate table, with one gender rotating after each date). Sample photo courtesy of Center for Vital Longevity Face Database. B, Decision rates by desirability ratings. Bars are percentage of pursue decisions given to partners receiving that rating for each scale (scanned participants only, N ϭ 39). Error bars indicate SEs across all observations. found greater activation for partners who were ultimately pursued than for individuals who were ultimately rejected in four clusters, including a region of paracingulate cortex ( Fig. 2A ; Table 2 ). (Nearly identical regions were correlated with the continuous rating of romantic desirability at the event; Fig. 5A ; Table 2 .) In a multiple regression of activation time courses from all four clusters predicting subsequent decision, only the paracingulate was significantly correlated with decision (␤ ϭ 0.14, SEE ϭ 0.06, p ϭ 0.02), indicating this region was the most important independent contributor to later decisions. Furthermore, to control for the prosaic possibility that the activation in paracingulate cortex reflected the difficulty or conflict involved in choosing a rating in the scanner as opposed to an evaluation related to romantic desirability, we analyzed a separate model that included reaction time as a regressor of no interest. Even after adjusting for the effects of reaction time, the paracingulate cortex was still significantly activated for subsequently pursued versus rejected partners (Table 2) .
Activation for attractiveness and likability
Next, we investigated whether these decision-related activations could be accounted for by neural responses elicited by subjective judgments of physical attractiveness, as this was the primary behavioral predictor of subsequent dating decisions. Att ratings were significantly positively correlated with activity in a number of reward- Table 2 ). (Perhaps unsurprisingly, given the high correlation between attractiveness and first impressions, an extremely similar and overlapping network of regions was activated in a separate model including only the FI rating made during the scan.) After accounting for activity correlating with attractiveness, however, no regions were significantly correlated with likability ratings. Both the VMPFC and the paracingulate cortex were thus significantly activated by subjective physical attractiveness. In a multiple regression predicting Att ratings using activation time courses from these two regions together, both regions were significantly correlated, indicating that each region correlated with independent variation related to physical attractiveness (Paracingulate ␤ ϭ 0.17, SEE ϭ 0.05, p Ͻ 0.001; VMPFC ␤ ϭ 0.17, SEE ϭ 0.05, p Ͻ 0.001). In contrast, in a multiple regression predicting subsequent decisions with these two regions together, only the paracingulate cortex was significantly correlated, indicating it is a better independent predictor of decision than VMPFC (Paracingulate ␤ ϭ 0.17, SEE ϭ 0.06, p ϭ 0.004; VMPFC ␤ ϭ Ϫ0.06, SEE ϭ 0.06, ns). Examining activation for these regions for photos of different physical attractiveness (Fig. 3) , VMPFC activation increased for partners with very high Att ratings but did not strongly distinguish between those with lower Att ratings; in contrast, paracingulate activation was correlated with differences between medium and low attractiveness, an important difference for speed-dating decisions.
Activation for consensus and individual preferences
We next investigated which neural systems involved in the speeddate decision reflected effects related to group consensus about a partner's desirability, as opposed to those related to idiosyncratic judgments unique to a particular participant. For this we divided the dating decision and subjective rating variables into two frequently studied components (Kenny and Albright, 1987; Kenny, 1994; Eastwick et al., 2007; Wood and Brumbagh, 2009 ): a consensus judgment effect corresponding to the average decision or rating made about a partner across all participants, and an individual preference effect measured by the difference between the actual decision or rating made for an individual and the consensus judgment for that individual. Consensus judgment and individual preferences could then be analyzed separately to investigate how each was related to separate neural signals.
In the current study, consensus decisions-the average decision made about each partner-ranged widely (range ϭ 0.05-1.0, or receiving 5-100% Yes decisions), but they were not dominant; consensus decisions accounted for only 26.1% of the total decision variance. This is consistent with earlier studies sug- gesting that interpersonal liking is dominated not by consensus but by individual preferences (Kenny, 1994; Kenny et al., 2006) . Importantly, including consensus judgments and individual preferences together improved the predictive model for subsequent decisions (Table 3) . A hierarchical linear model that included separate predictors for consensus and individual preference effects for Att and Like, compared with the earlier model with undivided Att and Like ratings alone, had better accuracy and model fit (cross-validated accuracy: 63.6%, SEM ϭ 1.1%; Bayesian information criterion: 2549.9 vs 2605.06; loglikelihood test: 2 (2) ϭ 31.49, p Ͻ 0.001). In this combined model, the consensus effect of Att was significant while the consensus effect of Like was not; in contrast, only the individual preference effect of Like, and not Att, was significant. This pattern indicates that Att and Like ratings were differentially connected to consensus versus individual preferences about decisions. A partner's average desirability in speed-dating was most related to consensus about her physical attractiveness, and not to consensus about how likeable she seemed. In contrast, a participant's idiosyncratic speed-dating preference for a partner was most related to an individual judgment of how likeable she seemed, and not to an individual judgment of her attractiveness.
Next, brain regions could also be separated by whether they correlated better with consensus or individual preferences; this analysis distinguishes whether a participant's brain region responded to partners who were on average desirable across participants (consensus effects) or who were especially desirable to that specific participant (individual preference effects). In a model including both effects, several regions identified in the original analysis specifically correlated with consensus judgments (Fig.  4 A; Table 4 ), including the anterior cingulate cortex, medial prefrontal cortex, and cerebellum.
In contrast, individual preferences recruited a single region of dorsomedial prefrontal cortex (DMPFC ; Fig. 4 B; Table 4 ), the RMPFC. When the RMPFC was included in a multiple regression for subsequent decisions with the paracingulate cortex, both regions were significantly independently correlated with decisions (paracingulate ␤ ϭ 0.16, SEE ϭ 0.06, p ϭ 0.005; RMPFC ␤ ϭ 0.12, SEE ϭ 0.05, p ϭ 0.03). This pattern suggests that, unlike the VMPFC, RMPFC activation encoded an independent signal that helped predict subsequent decisions, and that this signal was related to a participant's idiosyncratic preferences for particular partners.
Know ratings
Because participants were asked to pursue at least half of their partners, a pursuit rate above the average for students in similar published studies (ϳ40%) (Finkel and Eastwick, 2009 ), one potential concern is that some partners were chosen to pursue sim- ). t statistics were converted to Z-scores for reporting. Coordinates are reported in MNI space, as in SPM8. Voxel size was 3 ϫ 3 ϫ 3.2 mm. *Subpeak in above cluster.
Figure 3.
Medial prefrontal activation and Att ratings. Bars indicate average ␤ weights for response to partner photos, split by Att rating binned into quartiles within-participants (calculated with leave-one-out extraction; see Materials and Methods). Paracingulate ϭ peak for subsequent decision, x/y/z ϭ 6/20/42; VMPFC ϭ peak of correlation with Att in VMPFC, x/y/ z ϭ 3/47/Ϫ4. All regions of interest were 4 mm spheres centered on peak coordinates. Error bars indicate SEM across participants. Significant differences not tested; plots shown to illustrate response pattern only. ␤ weights for hierarchical multiple regression of consensus and individual preference effects for Att and Like ratings on speed-dating decisions within scanning participants (N ϭ 39) . Parenthetical values are SEEs. Intercept not shown for clarity. Consensus, Average rating for partner over all participants; individual preference, participant's rating for partner-consensus effect for partner; BIC, Bayesian information criterion; Accuracy, leave-one-out crossvalidated model accuracy (parenthetical value is SEM accuracy). ***p Ͻ 0.001; **p ϭ 0.01.
ply to follow instructions, potentially biasing the analysis of pursued versus reject partners. To address this concern, we also analyzed the relationship between neural activity and the continuous nine-point scale of romantic desirability made at the events ("I was interested in getting to know this partner better"; Know).
Know ratings were highly correlated with pursue decisions; a hierarchical logistic regression using only this rating correctly classified 84.86% of decisions. This rating could thus be treated as an unconstrained, continuous version of the pursue versus reject decision. Know ratings were also similarly correlated with Att and Like ratings. As with decisions, both were significantly independently correlated with Know ratings in a hierarchical multiple regression, with Att having a larger effect (Att: ␤ ϭ 0.29, SEE ϭ 0.05, t ϭ 5.34, p Ͻ 0.001; Like: ␤ ϭ 0.21, SEE ϭ 0.05, t ϭ 4.06, p Ͻ 0.001). The results again indicate that both physical attractiveness and psychological judgments of likability were relevant to real-world judgments of desirability.
Given these ratings' high correlation with decisions, brain activation during viewing of partner photos was unsurprisingly correlated with Know ratings. Activation was positively correlated with Know ratings in a network highly overlapping with the network correlated with subsequent decision ( Fig. 5A; Table 2 ). Similarly, when Know ratings were separately analyzed as consensus judgments and individual preferences, the networks activated in each analysis were highly overlapping with the same networks activated by decision consensus and individual preferences ( Fig. 5B,C ; Table 4 ). As the Know ratings were a continuous and unconstrained measure of romantic desirability, these data suggest that the links between desirability ratings and brain activation to real-world speed-dating decisions were unlikely to be significantly driven by the constraint to pursue at least half of one's partners.
Discussion
To behave adaptively in complex social environments, humans must frequently evaluate others based on little more than a rapid glance at a face or a short conversation. Despite their speed, these rapid evaluations form the basis for real-world social decisions that can have lasting consequences, such as whether to pursue or reject a potential romantic partner. The current study investigated the neural basis of these evaluations by scanning participants with fMRI while they made rapid evaluations of potential romantic partners from their photos several days before meeting them at a real-world "speed-dating" event and deciding whether to pursue or reject each partner.
We found that two distinct regions of DMPFC, the paracingulate cortex and the RMPFC, were significantly predictive of whether a romantic partner would be pursued or rejected. These regions were correlated with separate patterns of behavioral ratings about the partners: paracingulate cortex was best associated with average participant ratings of physical attractiveness and average partner desirability, while the RMPFC was best associated with individual participants' idiosyncratic preferences for specific partners.
These results are the first to link specific regions of DMPFC to consequential real-world social decisions, and together, they shed light on two distinct components of these decisions. One component is a property of the partner himself or herself, and was most (Hampton et al., 2008; Wunderlich et al., 2009; Hare et al., 2011) ; it is also implicated in controlling social behavior in nonhuman primates (Hadland et al., 2003; Rudebeck et al., 2006) . Paracingulate activation in the present study may therefore reflect the formation of an initial rapid decision about the merits of each particular partner in terms of his or her potential suitability for future romantic interactions.
The signal in the paracingulate cortex is unlikely to reflect a memory-based comparison in which the relative merits of a particular partner are computed with reference to other faces seen previously; because face presentation during the presession was not in the same order as dates at the events, such a sequence-dependent relative value code would be unable to make successful predictions at the presession about the outcomes of those subsequent interactions. Furthermore, the paracingulate activation seems unlikely to be related exclusively to encoding expected future reward, given that brain areas known to contribute specifically to encoding anticipated rewards, such as the VMPFC and ventral striatum (McClure et al., 2003; O'Doherty et al., 2003a; Knutson and Cooper, 2005; Montague et al., 2006) , were not found to be significantly predictive of subsequent outcomes, indicating that expected future reward signals alone do not appear to drive predictions about the outcome of romantic interactions.
The fact that the VMPFC did not significantly predict decisions in this task could be accounted for in terms of a well documented role for the medial orbitofrontal cortex and VMPFC more generally in the hedonic evaluation of outcomes (experienced utility), and in the encoding of the experienced value of face stimuli in particular (O'Doherty et al., 2003b; O'Doherty, 2007; Cloutier et al., 2008) . Activity in the VMPFC in the present study was found to be strongly correlated with attractiveness ratings for the faces, and subsequent inspection of the response patterns indicated that activity in this area was largely driven by partners of very high physical attractiveness. Thus, activity in this region can be interpreted as reflecting evaluation of the experienced utility of the face presented, as opposed to reflecting a computation about the merits of that partner for a potential future romantic interaction. Consistent with this hypothesis, the region of VMPFC found in the present study to be driven by attractiveness but not to have predictive power for subsequent decisions overlaps with that found in a recent study to be involved in the experienced value of attractive faces, as distinct from a region of VMPFC involved in computing decision values (Smith et al., 2010) .
The nonlinearity in the VMPFC response is also consistent with some earlier studies on how this region responds specifically to facial attractiveness; these studies have found elevated response for the VMPFC to unattractive and attractive faces relative to middle-attractiveness faces in men only (Winston et al., 2007; Liang et al., 2010) . These studies have interpreted such a pattern in terms of the relevance or salience of attractiveness to individual participants, and one interesting direction for future research might be to examine how VMPFC and paracingulate response patterns might vary with individuals' relative weight on facial attractiveness in their evaluations.
Another component of speed-dating decisions operated at the level of the interaction between specific participants and potential partners. This component was related more to likability than attractiveness; participants were more likely than others to decide to pursue a partner if they found her more likable than others did. Participants were also more likely to pursue partners for whom they had greater RMPFC activation, and this region was correlated not with partners who were desired by everybody, but with those who were especially desirable to specific participants. This region of RMPFC has not been specifically linked to evaluations of desirability, and so these data suggest a novel role for RMPFC in social decisions. One possible explanation of this region's activation is in its idiosyncratic response to a single partner across participants, suggesting a judgment relative to each participant. Other studies have linked this region specifically to thinking about others' mental states and to comparisons between the self and others, especially others perceived to be similar (Amodio and Frith, 2006; Mitchell et al., 2006; Van Overwalle, 2009 ). The current findings could thus reflect a role for RMPFC in evaluating the degree of similarity between a participant and a potential partner, which in turn could elicit greater individual interpersonal attraction in real-world speed dating (Byrne, 1971; Montoya et al., 2008) .
It is important to note that the initial findings reported here implicating different regions of DMPFC in predicting subsequent outcomes of romantic interactions will need to be followed up with much more systematic computational-model-based studies aimed at uncovering the underlying computational processes during the initial evaluations and FI ratings. An interesting future direction would be to experimentally vary partner attractiveness over time to see how the brain might encode some judgment of overall potential value and potentially distinguish between different computational models of evaluation (cf. Behrens et al., 2008) . Participants' decisions were also likely influenced by practical limitations in our design requiring participants to choose at least 50% of their potential partners, as well as the potential discomfort of explicitly rating partners for an experimenter; further work should evaluate how these constraints affect the relationship between rapid evaluations and the decisions themselves.
Together, these results suggest novel roles for these regions of DMPFC in real-world social decision making. Instead of being guided by a single all-encompassing judgment of desirability, real-world romantic decisions are strongly guided by multiple distinct, rapid evaluations, and their outcome can be significantly predicted on the basis of those evaluations. Activations in the paracingulate cortex and RMPFC, and not the VMPFC, are the most predictive of later real-world interactions, relating, respectively, to consensus and idiosyncratic components of these evaluations.
Judgments about romantic relationships thus seem to be formed within seconds of seeing a potential partner, but also depend on a complex mix of evaluations about physical and psychological compatibility implemented within DMPFC. Our findings build on an accumulating literature implicating the DMPFC as a key element in the machinery of human social cognition, and further demonstrate that rapid computations within this area have real-world consequences for the outcome of social interactions.
